We analyze a number of unstudied aspects of retail electricity competition. We first explore the implications of load profiling of consumers whose traditional meters do not allow for measurement of their real time consumption, when consumers are homogeneous up to a scaling factor. In general, the combination of retail competition and load profiling does not yield the second best prices given the non price responsiveness of consumers. Specifically, the competitive equilibrium does not support the Ramsey two-part tariff. By contrast, when consumers have real time meters and are billed based on real time prices and consumption, retail competition yields the Ramsey prices even when consumers can only partially respond to variations in real time prices. More complex consumer heterogeneity does not lead to adverse se1ection and competitive screening behavior unless consumers have real time meters and are not rational. We then examine the incentives competitive retailers have to install one of two types of advanced metering equipment. Competing retailers overinvest in real time meters compared to the Ramsey optimum, but the investment incentives are constrained optimal given load-profiling and retail competition. Finally, we consider the effects of physical limitations on the ability of system operators to cut off individual customers. Competing retailers have no incentive to determine the aggregate value of non-interruption of consumers in the zones they serve, preferring instead to free ride on other retailers serving consumers in the same zones. * We are grateful to
Introduction
The paper analyzes a number of hitherto unstudied aspects of retail competition in electricity markets. Its starting point is that final consumers may not react to the real time prices that emerge in wholesale electricity markets for (at least) three reasons: First, they do not have incentives to properly adjust their consumption to real-time prices if only their total consumption over a given period is recorded, i.e., they are on a traditional meter. Second, even if their consumption is recorded on a real-time basis, transaction costs associated with monitoring the evolution of hourly prices and constantly optimizing the use of equipment are enormous for small consumers. Third, consumers, even if they want to, may not be able to adjust their consumption freely.
They may be constrained by the physical attributes of distribution networks as they are presently configured; in particular, rationing usually occurs at the level of zones rather than individual consumers.
In order to analyze competition among electricity retailers or Load Serving Entitites (LSEs) for the final (retail) consumers, it is convenient to group the latter into four categories: Price-insensitive consumers with real-time meters are endowed with RT meters, but are only partially aware or unaware of RT prices and therefore do not adjust their consumption perfectly as real time prices vary from 1 The grouping in three categories is an oversimplification. There are a number of partially price sensitive categories, such as those subject to time-of-use pricing (retail prices are preset for certain blocks of time) or critical peak pricing (that combines timeof-use pricing with high retail prices for a number of critical hours per year to be declared by the utility). See Borenstein et al (2002) for a review of recent innovations.
minute to minute and hour to hour. At the extreme, they are fully (RT) price-insensitive. Such consumers are not irrational; rather they trade off the transaction costs invoked above and the savings in their electricity bill.
While these consumers do not react to real time prices their actual real time consumption can be measured and assigned to their LSE for settlement purposes.
Consumers on traditional meters are metered only once a month or every few months (in some countries meters are read even less frequently), and pay a per-kWh electricity charge that is independent of the actual timing of their overall consumption. The case of consumers on traditional meters can be decomposed into two subcases, depending on the way the consumers' LSE is charged for its energy purchases. In the case of a monopoly local distribution company, this company pays the real-time price of the consumer's consumption: Even though the LSE is then unable to measure the realized profile of any given consumer with a traditional meter in its distribution area, it observes and pays for the realized total consumption profile of all such customers in the area.
Under retail competition by contrast, an LSE other than the local distribution grid owner and serving such a consumer pays a unit electricity charge based on the "load profile" of the consumer. That is, it pays the average wholesale price for the load profile that is representative of the consumer's class regardless of the actual time pattern of the individual customer's consumption and the relationship between this actual physical consumption and the contemporaneous RT wholesale prices. Table 1 The case of price-sensitive consumers who react efficiently to real time prices (case 1 in Table 1 ) is the textbook representation of consumer de- gate consumption is measured. Because the consumer then does not pay more when consuming mainly at peak when wholesale prices are high than when spreading consumption more equally across peak and off-peak hours, the consumer consumes too much at peak and too little off peak. The second failure occurs at the retailer's level, when the latter's individual consumers' real time intake again is not measured by the system, which then charges the retailer on the basis of some estimated consumption load profile rather than the LSE's consumers' actual load profile.
Section 2 analyzes retail competition among load serving entities (LSEs) in a world in which consumers are homogeneous (possibly up to a scale parameter) and on traditional meters. Section 2.1 characterizes the secondbest optimum and shows that it can be implemented in the absence of retail competition. By contrast, Section 2.2 and 2.3 show that under load profiling, retail competition (with or without the incumbent distributor) leads to a retail price equal to the average wholesale power cost and differing from the socially optimal retail price.
Section 3 takes on the case (case 2) in which consumers are on real-time meters, but do not react or only partially react to the real-time prices. We here build on the analysis of Borenstein and Holland (2003a,b) and expand on it in a number of ways: (i) We argue that partial responsiveness requires considering alternative representations of consumer demand; (ii) we allow competing LSEs to offer non-linear prices to retail consumers. Unlike Borenstein and Holland, we find that with homogeneous and rational consumers retail competition leads to the second-best optimum; this is no longer true with boundedly rational consumers.
Section 4 extends the analysis to situations in which consumers differ in other aspects than just scale, i.e., they have different load profiles, and investigates the possibility of adverse selection and competitive screening.
Section 5 shows that given the price inefficiencies associated with load profiling, LSEs face the right incentives when offering their customers enhanced metering equipment, and so subsidies for such equipments are not warranted.
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Last, Section 6 analyzes the implications of limitations in the controllability of the distribution circuits. These limitations imply that price sensitive consumers may be rationed along with everyone else, and that LSEs cannot generally demand any specific level of rationing that they desire to reflect their consumers' valuations. At best one can then elicit only the aggregate willingness to pay for reliability in any given joint interruptibility zone. The section discusses both market mechanisms that are needed to reach a "third best" and the difficulties that make the phasing out of non-market mechanisms unlikely when there is retail competition. For the sake of simplicity, let us ignore rationing for the moment. We consider a representative retail consumer on a traditional meter with demand 
The retail consumers are physically served by a local grid owner (usually also called the incumbent distributor, or transmission and distribution service provider). Because we are not interested here in the price of access to the grid, we normalize to zero any delivery, metering and customer service costs that continue to reflect responsibilities of the distribution grid owner. Thus, when we later introduce LSEs, their only cost will be either the purchase of energy from the wholesale market in real time or, in the case of loadprofiled consumers, the load profiled variable charge for power supplied from the wholesale market to be paid for power delivered by the local grid owner.
We consider two-part tariffs, consisting of a monthly subscriber charge and a per-kWh variable charge. 5 We will later note that focusing on two-part tariffs involves no loss of generality.
A consumer on a traditional meter cannot obtain the first-best utility, U F B , that she would obtain if her demand were controlled to perfectly adjust to the RTP:
A Ramsey social planner for consumers with traditional meters chooses prices, namely single per unit retail price p * and fixed fee A * , so as to maximize the consumer's expected net surplus subject to the budget balance 3 Neither the social planner nor the LSEs need to observe the consumer's scale σ in advance: They can infer it ex post from the consumer's total consumption. 4 This assumption is made mainly for analytical convenience. It is satisfied in particular if the demand functions' curvature is small enough (|D i /D i | small). 5 Offers by retailers to residential customers in England and Texas that we have reviewed have a fixed monthly charge plus one or more tiers of kWh charges.
constraint:
At the optimum, the budget constraint is binding, and the Ramsey planner maximizes the joint surplus:
yielding the following formula:
Assumption A1 implies that (4) has a unique solution.
To get some feel for what the Ramsey price entails, suppose for example that the elasticity of demand comes from the installation of air conditioning units. Suppose further that there are only two periods: off-peak (1) and peak (2) , with respective wholesale prices p 1 and p 2 . Then, the Ramsey price is p * = p 2 in the US and p * = p 1 in France, since summer is part of the peak in the US and is off peak in France. 6 Thus the Ramsey price would be greater than the average annual wholesale price of electricity in the US and below the average annual wholesale price in France.
Let us now consider the case of an LSE whose energy purchase cost corresponds to its customers' actual load profile (case 3 in Table 1 ). As we have argued, this is the case when customers in an area are served by a monopoly distribution company. The LSE then chooses the two-part tariff (p, A) so as 6 If "installation" referred to electric heating, then p * = p 2 in France since winter is the peak period.
to maximize its profit
subject to the consumers being granted a certain utility level U (0 if the monopoly is unregulated, higher if regulated):
This program is of course the dual of the Ramsey program above. We thus obtain: Proposition 1 Traditional meters give rise to consumer moral hazard: Consumers consume relatively too much on peak and too little off peak.
(i) The Ramsey usage price is given by
(ii) The Ramsey (second-best) allocation prevails in the absence of retail competition.
Remark (optimality of two-part tariffs):
We have assumed that the Ramsey planner offers two-part tariffs. Could a better allocation be obtained through more complex pricing structures?
With traditional meters, the social planner (or an LSE for that matter) cannot do better than with a two-part tariff. At best he can hope to control total consumption through the marginal charge, while the load curve is chosen by the consumer without any concern for the actual cost of purchasing energy. More formally, the social planner is limited to total-consumption based tariffs T (Q). Suppose that the planner selects the consumer's total consumption Q, and charges an amount T for this. The consumer then chooses her load curve so as to solve:
Letting p denote the shadow price of the constraint, S i (D i ) = p, and so the allocation is the same as under a two-part tariff.
Retail competition for load-profiled consumers: independent retailers
We analyze the competitive outcome with load profiled customers in two environments. In the first, the local grid owner is subject to a line-of-business restriction. He provides access or delivery service to retailers, but is not allowed to compete for the final consumer. In the second, this line-of-business restriction is lifted and so the incumbent distributor is permitted to compete with independent retailers. We assume either that the distributor separates its retail "supply" business into a ring-fenced affiliate that is treated like any other retailer (as in the UK and in Texas), or that the retail arm maximizes the profit of the vertically integrated firm.
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In this subsection, we assume that (pure) retailers, but not the local grid owner, compete for load-profiled consumers and can offer two-part tariffs if they choose to do so. 8 Retailers' settlement obligations for wholesale power costs are then based on their customers' load-profiled consumption. 9 To com-7 A further complication is that when retail competition is first introduced the distributor as retailer initially cannot "compete" in the normal sense, but rather is required to offer default service at a regulated price. These default service prices have been set in many different ways. We view these regulated default service obligations as transition arrangements and focus our analysis on a post transition retail competition regime where there is no regulated default service requirement. 8 We are interested solely in the price effects of retail competition. We thereby ignore some benefits of competition( such as improved incentives to offer better metering, tariffs, total energy management services or hedging packages) as well as some potential costs of retail competition (such as consumer churn and poaching, duplicative or misleading advertising expenditures, and competitive screening for credit quality and high volume consumers). 9 The aggregate demand of all consumers served through a particular distribution network is measured on a real time basis. Since the aggregate real time consumption obligations must add up to the aggregate real time supplies of power delivered over the distribution network, a set of "load profiles" must be applied to the monthly, bi-monthly or quarterly consumption measured for customers without real-time meters. For example, consider a customer with a standard meter read on a monthly basis with 1000 kWh of pute the price per kWh paid for wholesale energy by retailers for each customer they have signed up, a, suppose that, in equilibrium, retailers' variable (per-kWh) charge to consumers is p. Average consumption (load profiled) per consumer is E [D i (p)] and the wholesale price paid by the retailers for energy is
We use the notation a for "access charge" by analogy with the economics literature on variable charges paid by entrants for access to regulated bottlenecks (local loop, etc.). 10 This access charge must be understood as the average wholesale power cost paid by retailers.
Let us define the "average wholesale cost price",p, as the marginal retail price that balances an LSE's budget in the absence of a fixed charge:
Intuitively,p exceeds the Ramsey price p * if the state of nature impacts consumption recorder for the previous month. The 1000 kWh of monthly consumption then must be allocated to the 720 hours of the previous month for settlement purposes. This is accomplished by assigning the customer to a group or class of customers thought to have similar consumption. A consumption or load profile is developed for each group based on real-time metered consumption patterns of a sample of customers in each class. An individual customer who consumed no electricity during very hot summer days (because she was on vacation for half the month) would still have her measured monthly consumption allocated to some hot summer day hours based on her group's load profile. The load profile-based allocations must also satisfy an adding up property so that all power measured to have flowed through the distribution network is fully allocated to retail consumers. There are at least two ways to do this. One way is to load profile all customers without real-time meters whether they are served by competitive retailers or the distribution company providing default retail service. Another way is to load profile only the customers with traditional meters of competitive retailers and subtract the resulting hourly aggregates from the real-time metered consumption for the entire distribution system, leaving the distribution company/retailer with settlement obligations for the residual. 10 Note that our setup is equivalent to assuming that the distribution grid owner purchases the power in the wholesale market and then resells it to each LSE based on the real time metered or load profiled consumption of the customers they have signed up. The access charge a is then the price LSEs pay to compensate the distribution grid for the costs of the wholesale power it has purchased on their behalf. demand more than marginal demand. We will therefore be led to consider three cases:
In this case, p * <p.
In this case, p * >p.
In this case, p * =p.
Examples: For the additive linear with state-contingent intercept case
D i (p) = d i − h(p), we are in case 1. For the multiplicative case, D i (p) = d i h(p), then p * =p (case 3).
Lemma 1. (i) Cases 1 through 3 can be characterized by how the average wholesale cost price varies with the marginal retail prices:
Proof : Part (i) is obtained by differentiating (5) . To demonstrate part (ii), it suffices to show that a (p) < 1 whenever a(p) = p, or after a few computa-tions:
for p going to infinity. Hence, if the equation a(p) = p has multiple solutions (an odd number greater than one) the function H(p) must be increasing over at least some range. But
A retailer designs his offer so as to solve:
where U is the net surplus obtained by the consumer from subscribing with a rival retailer.
The retailer therefore selects p so as to maximize the joint surplus:
In equilibrium, a is given by (5) . Hence p =p.
Furthermore, A = 0: Retailers charge no monthly fee and just pass their variable cost of wholesale power through to the consumer. 11 Except in case 3, retail competition is, under load profiling, inconsistent with a Ramsey outcome.
For future reference, let U RC ("RC" for "retail competition") denote the consumers' equilibrium utility: 
The Ramsey outcome can be obtained by setting a = p * , and then A so as to achieve budget balance, but (except in the non-generic case 3) this requires a departure from relying on load profiled consumption to calculate the wholesale price charged to retailers, in that the variable access charge differs (except in case 3) from the consumption-weighted average wholesale market price corresponding to the consumption induced by marginal price p = a.
Remark 2 (rationing):
We have assumed away rationing. In the presence of rationing, the consumers' gross surplus and demand depend on the price they face, but also on the probability α i of rationing in state of nature i. We refer In the context of load profiling, it makes sense to assume that LSEs take α i as exogenous, since rationing is zonal and retail competition with load profiling corresponds to competition within a zone. LSEs, as earlier, maximize the joint surplus:
Again, it is optimal for LSEs to pass the average wholesale price a onto consumers:
And so
Incumbent distributor competing with independent retailers for load-profiled customers
Consider next the situation in which the distributor is also permitted to compete for load-profiled customers. We first assume that the LSE behaves so as to maximize profits for the parent company as a whole. We then observe that nothing is altered by a ring-fencing rule that requires the affiliate to maximize its own profits rather than those of the parent company. 
Consider an independent retailer contemplating a small-scale entry at some tariff p,Ā . We assume small-scale entry so that the entrant can take the access charge as given. Large-scale entry modifies the access charge that is assessed ex post, by modifying the average load profile. Alternatively, we could assume that a * is fixed in advance based on Ramsey load profiles. This independent retailer entrant can make a positive profit provided that he offers a higher joint surplus than the Ramsey level.
Let
denote this joint surplus. Note that
and so the independent retailer optimally charges
The independent retailer entrant charges a higher variable price than the incumbent a * > p * if and only if
It may seem surprising that an entrant can (except in the non-generic case a * = p * i.e.,p = p * ) enter against an incumbent offering the Ramsey tariff.
The point is that the entrant benefits from an effective subsidy from the incumbent, who then operates at a loss given the entry. 12 The subsidy arises as a consequence of the fact that the distributor's obligation to wholesale suppliers is equal to the aggregate metered consumption for the entire distribution system net of the load profiled consumption assigned to independent retailers. As a corollary, the incumbent distributor cannot offer the Ramsey access charge.
b) Thus, assume that the incumbent distributor cum retailer is regulated so as to reach the Ramsey optimum in the presence of retail competition. That is, it is instructed to maximize social welfare subject to the budget balance condition; it charges prices (p, A). The variable charge paid by retailers for each kWh consumed by their retail customers, a, is based on the average load 12 This loss is equal to
profile of the incumbent's consumers; because the incumbent distributor can always duplicate what retailers do, we can assume without loss of generality that it serves the market (but, to serve the market, it must provide at least the net surplus offered by competitive retailers).
Let 
with strict inequality unless p = a(p), i.e., p = p.
The constrained Ramsey distributor cum retailer then maximizes the con-
subject to two constraints:
The first constraint is the incumbent distributor cum retailer's zero-profit condition, and the second is the contestability constraint created by the threat of entry by independent retailers.
From the budget constraint,
with strict inequality unless a(p) = p, or equivalently p = p. Hence, the incumbent distributor cum retailer can do no better than pure retail competition. Intuitively, the parent company by construction breaks even, and therefore the affiliate cannot do better than rival retailers, who compete with the same instruments. affiliates. These rules are designed to define constraints on the ability of a vertically integrated firm to maximize the joint profits of the entire enterprise.
In our set-up such additional constraints on the affiliates have no impact, as 13 More generally, the incumbent distributor cannot deliver a net surplus to consumers in excess of V ( p) by serving some consumers but not all. To see this, note that the retail affiliate must make a non-negative profit (since a is computed so that the parent company always breaks even). By the same reasoning as above, the retail affiliate cannot offer more than
But if p = a, everyone (affiliate, independent retailers) offers retail price a, and so a = p. the combination of break-even access charges and retail competition completely deprives the vertically integrated incumbent of any discretion.
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Proposition 3 Under load profiling and retail competition, the Ramsey optimum is generically not attainable. The incumbent retailer in the constrained
Ramsey optimum charges the average wholesale power cost price p.
Remark (lagged computation of the average wholesale power cost):
We have assumed that settlements occur "ex post", so a is computed on the basis of the actual aggregate consumption pattern over the period. Alternatively, one could compute a t at date t on load profiling using date-(t − 1) data. Suppose that the incumbent distributor is instructed to maximize intertemporal social welfare subject to an intertemporal budget balance condition with discount factor δ, and to the contestability condition:
It can be shown that the resulting constrained Ramsey price is stationary:
where µ is the shadow price of the intertemporal budget balance constraint. presumes some bounded rationality on the consumer's part. For, a rational consumer ought to realize (at least) that the state of nature i she reacts to and the price she will pay, p i , are correlated; for example, an American consumer should realize that the use of air conditioning in a hot weather condition is correlated with high electricity prices.
We now investigate sequentially the cases of rational and boundedly rational consumers. Rational consumers react imperfectly to the price profile that is offered to them by the LSE, but they make efficient use of the (endogenously imperfect) knowledge of this price profile and they trade off optimally the transaction cost involved in improving their monitoring of the price profile and in optimizing the usage of equipment, and the corresponding savings in their electricity bill.
15 A potential argument against the use of RTP for consumers is that it would obfuscate price comparisons with existing tariffs; however, websites already facilitate such price comparisons in the case of consumers with traditional meters. Another potential argument against RTP relates to the consumers' solvency or risk aversion; LSEs however could bundle small-scale "contracts for differences" with their supply contracts for consumers with real-time meters.
Rational consumers
Let us first motivate our analysis of rational consumers by a couple of examples, and then build a general theory. 
The Ramsey optimum is then given by:
] is the average wholesale price when the observable component is i. The optimal policy is therefore a passthrough of the wholesale price: p i = p i , which can for example be obtained by:
and to charge no fixed fee: A = 0. Furthermore, LSE competition delivers this optimal passthrough.
Example 2 : Let us next give an example in which the consumer does not observe the state of nature, yet his consumption is state-dependent. Consider equipment (e.g., space heater, air conditioning, pool heater) that, for a given quality of service s (e.g., indoor temperature set once and for all by the consumer) consumes a state-contingent amount of electricity. The realtime price profile of electricity affects the quality s (for example, an increase in winter prices lowers the indoor temperature chosen by the consumer or induces the consumer to switch to oil heat).
More formally, letting j be the full description of the state of nature, the consumer, who does not observe j, sets s so as to maximize his net surplus, equal to the gross surplus S(s) minus the electricity bill:
where D j (s) is the state-contingent consumption needed to reach level s (for example a given swimming pool temperature requires a higher consumption of electricity when the weather is cold). Let s ( p · ) denote the selected setting.
The Ramsey optimum then solves:
Again, the Ramsey optimum (or the LSE's equilibrium offer for that matter)
is obtained by a passthrough policy:
Let us now consider a more general environment and further allow the consumer to choose his degree of awareness of the real time price. Namely, let ω denote the state of nature (for instance, ω = (ij) in Example 1). Let P denote the consumer's partition (for example, P ((ij)) = i in Example 1).
That is, the consumer observes that ω belongs to an event P(ω). Let C(P) denote the total transaction cost associated with partition P; one has in mind that choosing a finer partition P (for example, keeping informed of the real time price) is costly, although we will not need to make this assumption.
The consumer in state ω takes a decision s that is measurable with respect to partition P. This decision can be his electricity consumption as in Example 1, but can be different from the consumption, as illustrated by Example
Let D (s (P(ω)) , ω) denote the associated consumption. Letting S(s, ω)
denote the consumer's gross surplus, and p ω the usage price charged to the consumer, for event P in the partition, s(P ) is given by
and P is given by:
The budget constraint writes:
Hence, the consumer's utility is
This utility is maximized when the consumer is confronted with the wholesale prices: p ω = p ω .
Proposition 4 With real-time meters and imperfectly reactive, but rational consumers: (i) the Ramsey optimum (consumption decision, consumer's information) is obtained when the consumer pays the real time wholesale price associated with her actual consumption pattern;
(ii) retail competition delivers the Ramsey optimum. In a sense, these consumers suffer from what Kahneman and Tversky (1973) call the base-rate fallacy: they make insufficient use of their prior beliefs and incorrectly believe that because they do not observe the RT price, they are facing the average price.
Boundedly rational consumers
The Ramsey planner solves
Eliminating A and maximizing with respect to p yields
where
Retail competition as usual delivers the same outcome.
Proposition 5 With real-time meters and boundedly rational consumers:
(i) the Ramsey optimal average usage price p is the same as under traditional meters: The first is that under load profiling, the analysis of retail competition is a simple generalization of that in Section 2. The retailers charge a linear price p given by
and fail to achieve the (second-best) Ramsey optimum. In particular, the retailers face no adverse selection problem to the extent that they pay a perkWh price a = p that is independent of the type of consumers they end up attracting.
Neither do LSEs face an adverse selection problem when dealing with rational consumers on real-time meters:
17 Proposition 4 above showed that it is optimal for LSEs to pass the wholesale price through to the consumer.
And so at the optimal contract, the LSE breaks even on usage in each state of nature. Its profit is therefore unaffected by the consumer's actual load profile.
Consumer heterogeneity then has no impact on competitive outcomes.
Competitive screening 18 issues arise only in the case of bounded rational consumers with real time meters (Section 3.2). This is the case because passthrough of wholesale prices is then in general suboptimal, consumers differ in their load profiles and LSEs need to be careful of who they attract.
This situation is reminiscent of Rothschild and Stiglitz's celebrated treatment of insurance markets (1976).
A complete analysis of competitive screening with boundedly rational consumers with real time meters in retail electricity markets lies out of the scope of the paper. Rather, we will content ourselves with an illustrative 17 They may face forms of adverse selection unrelated to the consumer's load profile. For example, LSEs may try to obtain superior information about the probability of consumer default.
18 Much of the theory of competitive non-linear pricing has been developed in the context of private values, that is when suppliers care solely about price and quantity, and not, per se, to whom they sell: See Rochet-Stole (2002 , 2003 . Here the context is one with common values. Peak consumers prefer to consume at peak and obtain gross surplus 
The cost of wholesale electricity purchases for both types are, respectively:
Letting ρ and 1 − ρ denote the fraction of off-peak and peak consumers and ignoring in a first step incentive compatibility, the Ramsey optimum solves:
yielding, as one would expect,
To be incentive compatible, the two types must pay the same total amount:
2 since they consume the same amount. Accordingly, achieving the Ramsey allocation in the absence of retail competition requires crosssubsidies. As
Let us now consider retail competition. LSEs can safely offer to peak consumers their symmetric allocation contract (q peak consumers and (q 1 = q 1 , T 1 = T 1 = C 1 ( q 1 ) ) to the off-peak consumers.
The incentive-compatibility-constraint is
This latter condition, satisfied with equality, defines a unique q 1 in 1 2 , 1 .
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This separating equilibrium is an equilibrium provided that no LSE can offer a pooling contract with higher payoffs for both types. This is the case if ρ ≤ ρ * for some ρ * ∈ (0, 1). 21 However, this equilibrium does not achieve the Ramsey optimum. 
Incentives to install real-time meters and communication equipment
Let us investigate the consequences of the previous analysis of the case where there are traditional meters, load profiling and retail competition for retail-
2 is symmetric around 1/2, and so type 1 is indifferent between separating at q 1 or 1 − q 1 .
21 To prove this, maximize S 1 (q 1 ) − T 1 , subject to the incentive compatibility constraint:
2 ) and ∆ ≥ 0) and to the break-even condition: 
Load profiling.
We keep the assumption that the consumption of retail consumers with traditional meters is load profiled using the load profile of the consumers in Simple derivations yield:
Proposition 7 (i) Under pure retail competition with load profiling:
• The constrained efficiency of market-determined investment in metering equipment (part (ii) of the proposition) deserves some comment. There are really two Ramsey benchmarks, one unconstrained by retail competition and the other constrained by retail competition. The investments are socially
Otherwise, it is not optimal to install real-time meters without communication.
optimal given the inefficiencies created by retail competition with load profiling.
The joint interruptibility problem
In our companion paper (Joskow-Tiro1e 2004) we derive the efficient prices and investment program for an electricity market with demand uncertainty, price insensitive consumers, and LSEs that can choose any level of rationing they prefer contingent on the real time price. We then identify the assumptions required for a competitive wholesale and retail market equilibrium to achieve this efficient price and investment program. One of the key assumptions is that different users can choose and the system operator can implement different levels of priority in rationing that reflect users' individual preferences. The validity of this assumption requires the system operator to be able physically to cut off individual retail consumers.
There is no theoretical reason why individual customers cannot be rationed. It requires installing communications and control equipment between the customer's connection to the network and the control center. However, this equipment is costly. As a practical matter, except for very large customers that have direct control equipment, most directed interruptions must occur at points on the network ("zones") that can be controlled by the distribution network operator. 24 The affected zone has (a) customers served by multiple LSEs that compete with one another (so every house on a street can be "served" by a different LSE) and (b) customers with heterogeneous preferences.
An optimal dispatch when zones but not individual consumers are controlled by the system operator must elicit each zone's aggregate willingness to pay for being served. From the point of view of the set of LSEs and industrial users in a given zone, reliability is a public good.
In principle, one can make use of the theory of public goods in order to design incentive-compatible mechanisms of elicitation of individual preferences for reliability. 
Conclusion
In our companion paper (Joskow- The assumptions underlying this benchmark proposition are obviously very strong. Our companion paper examines the implications of relaxing assumptions (a) and (b). This paper focuses on retail competition and examines the implications of departures from assumptions (c), (d) and (e).
When retail consumers are on traditional meters which measure their aggregate consumption over relatively long time periods rather than in real time, neither retail consumers nor, under retail competition, the LSEs responsible for purchasing the power required to serve their demand face the real time wholesale prices associated with the power they consume from the system. We derive the Ramsey optimal two-part tariffs given consumer insensitivity to the real time price and show that when there is retail competition with load profiling the Ramsey optimal prices are not a competitive equilibrium. In particular, the competitive retail market equilibrium involves linear average wholesale cost pricing rather than more efficient two-part tariffs. We go on to examine competition between independent LSEs and the incumbent distributor which also has the responsibility to serve retail consumers who are not served by independent LSEs. We show that independent LSEs can enter profitably against the incumbent if the incumbent offers the Ramsey optimal prices and that requiring the incumbent distributor through an affiliate that is "ring-fenced" does not change its behavior.
We next examine cases where consumers have real time meters but are either unresponsive or only partially responsive to variations in real time prices. In general, the Ramsey optimum is achieved with retail competition when consumers are identical up to a scaling factor and are rational.
We then extend the analysis to non-scale heterogeneity. Remarkably, adverse selection and the concomitant competitive screening do not arise under either load profiling or RT metering provided that consumers are rational.
By contrast, competitive screening arises and severely distorts the allocation under boundedly rational consumers.
We go on to examine the incentives competing LSEs face to install two types of advanced metering equipment when consumers initially have traditional meters. We find that there is more investment in meters that measure real time consumption than in the Ramsey optimum. However, given the inefficiencies introduced by the combination of load profiling and retail competition, investments in advanced metering are socially optimal.
Finally, we consider the effects of the inability of the system operator physically to cut off individual customer loads. Instead rationing must be done on a "zonal" basis, perhaps involving rationing of both price sensitive and price insensitive retail consumers. This physical constraint means that individual retail customers cannot obtain their preferred priority for rationing by the system operator. Given this constraint, the Ramsey social planner could turn to standard public goods mechanisms to determine the relative priorities of the different zones that are physically capable of being cut off by the system operator and use this information to establish a second-best priority cutoff schedule. By contrast, in the presence of retail competition no information can be obtained by LSEs concerning their consumers' demand for non-interruptibility because they would prefer to free ride on the other
